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What is prediction/inference privacy?
Background and Motivation

[Privacy in Deep Learning: A Survey, Mireshghallah et al. 2020]



What are the existing inference privacy-preserving methods?

Background and Motivation

Data Aggregation 
Privacy [Sweeney et 
al.’02, Dwork et al. ’06]

DNN Training 
Privacy [Shokri 
& Shmatikov’ 15, 
Abadi et al.’16]

DNN 
Inference 

Privacy 
[Mireshghallah’ et 
al. 20, Juvekar et 

al.’18]
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[Chaudhuri et 
al.’11]

[Privacy in Deep Learning: A Survey, Mireshghallah et al. 2020]



What are the existing inference privacy-preserving methods?

Background and Motivation

Cryptographic methods impose between 318× to 14,000× slowdown. 

[A principled approach to learning stochastic representations for privacy in deep neural inference, Mireshghallah et al. 2020]



W/ Alice w/o Alice

A randomized algorithm
𝐴 satisfies 𝜖-DP, if for
all databases 𝐷 and 𝐷′
that differ in data
pertaining to one user,
and for every possible
output value Y:

Pr 𝐴 𝐷 = 𝑌
Pr 𝐴 𝐷! = 𝑌

≤ 𝑒"

What is differential privacy and will it work here?
Background and Motivation



What is differential privacy and will it work here?

Background and Motivation

[Privacy in Deep Learning: A Survey, Mireshghallah et al. 2020]
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Shredder:
Learning Noise Distributions to 

Protect Inference Privacy
Fatemehsadat Mireshghallah, Mohammadkazem Taram, Prakash Ramraykhayani†, Ali 
Jalali*, Dean Tullsen, Hadi Esmaeilzadeh

ASPLOS	’20
https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~fmireshg/2020-asplos-shredder.pdf

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~fmireshg/2020-asplos-shredder.pdf


Key Idea: Learning the Noise Patterns
Shredder

Backpropagation
Using Chain RuleFrozen WeightsWorks for Any Objective Function 

Is Non Intrusive toward Model  

Can Learn Additive Noise for Any Layer



Execution Model 
Shredder

1
6

Previously Trained Noise Distributions

+
Sent to the Cloud



Offline Noise Distribution Training 
Shredder

1) Partition neural network

2) Initialize noise tensor

3) Execute the first DNN partition, then add noise

4) Feed noisy activation to rest of the DNN

5) Check accuracy, if desired, jump to  7

6) Calculate gradients and update noise tensor, jump to 3

7) Fit distribution to a Laplace, save the parameters 

8) Add the saved distribution to the collection, Jump to 2

Intermediate 
Activation

Noisy 
Activation

Network 
Outputs 
(Logits)

Batch of 
Training Data 



Shredder’s Loss Function
Shredder

Loss = }

Cross Entropy Loss:
To minimize Classification 

Error

Privacy Term: 
To maximize standard 

deviation of noise 

Alpha is a knob and 
controls the accuracy-

privacy trade-off



Shredder’s Loss Function
Shredder

Loss = }

Cross Entropy Loss:
To Maximize Private 
Classification Error



Noise Sampling Phase (Inference)
Shredder

Draw samples from the chosen 
distribution to populate the noise tensor x

Execute the cloud partition and get the 
neural network result

Randomly choose a distribution and 
saved order tuple from the collection

Re-arrange tensor elements to match 
the saved order

Apply the noise tensors to the
intermediate activation

Send the noisy activation to the cloud



Experimental Setup
Shredder

Server with 12 GB Memory, Titan Xp GPU
12-Core Intel Corei9-7920X 2.90GHz CPU

Ubuntu 18.04.1 
PyTorch Version 1.2 Installed with pip3 

CUDA Version 10.0.130 

Jetson TX2, 8 GB Memory, Tegra GPU
Quad-Core ARM A57 

Ubuntu 18.04.2
PyTorch Version 1.2 Built from Source

CUDA Version 10.0.166 

CloudEdge



Benchmark DNNs and Datasets
Shredder

Neural Network
Suggested Partitioning Layer

Dataset
CPU-Only Edge Edge with GPU

LeNet 3 3 MNIST

CIFAR-10 2 2 CIFAR

SVHN 4 5 SVHN

AlexNet 2 5 ImageNet 

VGG-16 (primary) 2 9 VGG-Face

VGG-16 (private) 2 9 VGG-Face

20Newsgroups 3 3 20Newsgroups



Accuracy Privacy Trade-Off
Shredder

2
4

AlexNet 20NewsGroupsVGG-16

Shredder offers an accuracy-privacy. The knee of the curve is the desired region, with 
negligible information leakage and high utility.



Execution Time Overheads
Shredder

2
5

AlexNet per-layer improvement over Eyeriss
Layers Performance Energy 

Reduc3on
Conv 8/8-bit 105MOps 1.6694367456.502816144
Conv 4/1-bit 560MOps 6.39389677916.83670656

FC 4/1-bits 54MOps 3.31034047330.73860155
FC  8/8-bit 4MOps 1.00523431710.28666077

ResNet-18 per-layer improvement over 
Layers Performance Energy 

Reduc3on

LSTM per-layer improvement over Eyeriss-2
Layers Performance Energy 

Reduc3on
LSTM 4/4-bit 13MOps 2.756628772 23.65680879

Energy Breakdown
Platform Ede Commun Cloud 

comp
DeepMist LeNet 1.26E-01 0.4440146644 1.18E-03

Cloud-Only LeNet 0 0.99815769720.001842302781
DeepMist CIFAR-10 0.12609881780.4794279033 7.59E-04

Cloud-Only CIFAR-10 0 0.96999090630.03000909366
DeepMist SVHN 0.38204994840.3231351195 5.51E-03

Cloud-Only SVHN 0 0.96940535840.03059464159
DeepMist AlexNet 0.046726053250.2438348066 2.66E-04

Cloud-Only AlexNet 0 0.99897079370.00102920631
DeepMist VGG-16 0.45867192550.52701370240.01431437217

Cloud-Only VGG-16 0 0.79052055350.01599299582
DeepMist 20NewsGroups 0.2314485040.1070369916 1.98E-04

Cloud-Only 20NewsGroups 0 0.83622649720.1637735028
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Shredder’s neural network partitioning execution scheme yields 1.79x speedup on 
average, compared to a conventional execution.



Partitioning Point Trade-Offs
Shredder

2
6
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Normalized Privacy of VGG-16 for Different Layers as Partitioning Point
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Deeper partitioning points provide more privacy. However, there are diminishing returns 
after the second layer.



Summary
Recap

• Faster execution
• Enhanced privacy

Pros

• Too heuristic-based
• Not much insight 

Cons



Cloak:
Interpretable Privacy for Deep 

Learning Inference
Fatemehsadat Mireshghallah, Kazem Taram, Ali Jalali, Ahmed T. Elthakeb,Dean 
Tullsen, Hadi Esmaeilzadeh

Participatory	Approaches	to	Machine	Learning	
(PAML),	ICML	2020	Workshop
https://participatoryml.github.io/papers/2020/19.pdf

https://participatoryml.github.io/papers/2020/19.pdf


Finding Conducive Features: Mechanism
Cloak

Trainable Noise 
Mask (𝛔)

Frozen pre-
trained model



Finding Conducive Features: Intuition
Cloak

Interpretable Privacy for Deep Learning Inference

Figure 1: Cloak’s discovered features for target DNN
classifiers (VGG-16) for black-hair color, eyeglasses,
gender, and smile detection. The colored features are
conducive to the task. The 3 sets of features depicted
for each task correspond to different suppression ratios
(SR). AL denotes the range of accuracy loss imposed by
the suppression.
publicized representation by 85.01% with accuracy loss of
only 1.42%. In addition, we evaluate the protection offered
by Cloak against adversaries that try to infer data properties
from segregated representations on CelebA dataset (Liu
et al., 2015). We show that segregated representations
generated for “smile detection” as the target task effectively
prevent adversaries from inferring information about hair
color and/or eyeglasses. We show that Cloak can provide
these interpretations and protections even in a black-box
setting where we do not have access to the service provider’s
model parameters or architecture. We further show that
Cloak can improve the classifier’s fairness.

2 Cloak’s Optimization Problem
This section formally describes the optimization problem and
presents a computationally tractable method towards solving
it. Letx2Rn be an input, andc✓x andu✓xbe two disjoint
sets of conducive and non-conducive features with respect to
our target classifier (f✓). We construct a noisy representation
xc=x+rwhere r⇠N(µ,⌃) and⌃ is a diagonal covariance
matrix, as we set the elements of the noise to be independent.
This noisy representation helps find the conducive features
and is used to create a final suppressed representation xs that
is sent to the service provider. The goal is to constructxc such
that the mutual information between xc and u is minimized
(for privacy), while the mutual information between xc and
c is maximized (for utility). The is written as the following
soft-constrained optimization problem:

min
xc

I(xc; u)��I(xc; c) (1)

To solve this problem, we bound the terms of our opti-
mization problem of Equation 1, and then take an iterative
approach (Blundell et al., 2015). To this end, we find an
upper bound for I(xc; u) and a lower bound for I(xc; c).

2.1 Upper bound on I(xc;u)

Since u is a subset of x, the following holds:

I(xc; u)I(xc; x)=H(xc)�
1

2
log((2⇡e)n|⌃|) (2)

Where H(xc|x) is the entropy of the added Gaussian noise.
Here |⌃| denotes the determinant of the covariance matrix.
Then by applying Theorem 8.6.5 from (Cover & Thomas,
2012) which gives an upper bound for the entropy, to xc, we
can write:

I(xc; u) 1
2 log((2⇡e)

n |Cov(xc)|
|⌃| ) (3)

Since x and r are independent variables and xc=x+r, we
have |Cov(xc)|= |Cov(x)+⌃|. In addition, since covari-
ance matrices are positive semi-definite, we can get the eigen
decomposition of Cov(x) as Q⇤QT where the diagonal
matrix ⇤ has the eigenvalues. Since ⌃ is already a diagonal
matrix, |Cov(x)+⌃|= |Q(⇤+�2)QT |=

Q
n

i=1(�i+�2
i
).

By substituting this in Equation 3, and simplifying we get
the upper bound for I(xc; u) as the following:

I(xc; u) 1
2 log((2⇡e)

nQn
i=1(1+

�i
�2
i
)) (4)

2.2 Lower bound on I(xc;c)

Theorem 2.1. The lower bound on I(xc;c) is:

H(c)+max
q

Exc,c[logq(c|xc)] (5)

Where q denotes all members of a possible family of

distributions for this conditional probability.

Proof. The lemma and accompanying proof for this theorem
are redacted to save space.
2.3 Loss Function
Now that we have the upper and lower bounds, we can
reduce our problem to the following optimization where we
minimize the upper bound (Equation 4) and maximize the
lower bound (Equation 5):

min
�,q

1
2 log((2⇡e)

nQn
i=1(1+

�i
�2
i
))+�

P
ci,xci

(�logq(ci|xci
)) (6)

We write the expected value in the same equation in the
form of a summation over all possible representations and
conducive features. To make this summation tractable, in
our loss function we replace this part of the formulation
with the empirical cross-entropy loss of the target classifier
over all training examples. We also relax the optimization
further by rewriting the first term. Since minimizing this
term is equivalent to maximizing the standard deviation of
the noise, we change the fraction into a subtraction. Our final
loss function becomes:

L=�log 1
n

Pn
i=0�2

i +�E
r⇠N(µ,�2),x⇠D

h
�

PK
k=1yklog(f✓(x+r))k

i
(7)
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(SR). AL denotes the range of accuracy loss imposed by
the suppression.
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from segregated representations on CelebA dataset (Liu
et al., 2015). We show that segregated representations
generated for “smile detection” as the target task effectively
prevent adversaries from inferring information about hair
color and/or eyeglasses. We show that Cloak can provide
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Proposed Privacy-Preserving Mechanism
Cloak

3
1

B: STD tensor

M: Mean tensor

~N(M,B)

X: Noise tensor

D: Input tensor

+
Noisy Representation



Noise Parameter Constraints
Cloak

X = B ∘ E +M, E~N(0,1)

To cast the noise tensor trainable, we re-parameterize it:

X ~ N (M, B)

We then enforce the necessary constraints by defining Tensor P:



Loss Function
Cloak

Cross Entropy Loss:
To minimize Classification Error

Privacy Term: 
To maximize standard deviation of noise 

Lambda is a knob and 
controls the accuracy-

privacy trade-off



Noise Training Workflow
Cloak



Suppressing non-conducive features
Cloak



What can the adversary learn?
Cloak



Cloak

● Interpretability Model learns image 
dependent mask B, which indicates 
the relative importance of each pixel.

● Utility Model is a frozen model that 
performs a task such as image 
segmentation or classification

Real-world Applications: Medical



Cloak

Using output B from interpretability model, we can zero values over a 
certain threshold:

Real-world Applications: Medical



Fairness Notions
Cloak

Demographic Parity (or the reverse of disparate impact ):

Equal Opportunity (True Positive Parity ):

𝑃 "𝑌 = 1 𝑆 = 0 = 𝑃( "𝑌 = 1|𝑆 = 1)

𝑃 "𝑌 = 1 𝑆 = 0, 𝑌 = 1 = 𝑃( "𝑌 = 1|𝑆 = 1, 𝑌 = 1)



Bonus: Post-hoc Fairness
Cloak



Neither Private Nor Fair: Impact of Data 
Imbalance on Utility and Fairness in 

Differential Privacy
Tom Farrand, Fatemehsadat Mireshghallah, Sahib Singh, Andrew Trask

CCS	2020	PPMLP	Workshop

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2009.06389.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2009.06389.pdf


Neither Fair nor Private

44

Results:
Applying DP on a range 

of DL tasks caused a 
reduction in accuracy

Minority groups felt a 
greater reduction in 

accuracy as a result of 
DP

“Poor get poorer”

Underrepresented group made up of 500 darker skin images from UTKFace. 29,500 lighter skin 
images from Diversity in Faces. Underrepresented group makes up only 1.67% of total dataset. 

Differential Privacy Has Disparate Impact

[Differential privacy has disparate impact on model accuracy, Bagdasaryan et al. 2019] 



Why is this disparity occurring?
Neither Fair nor Private

Noise Clipping

[Differential privacy has disparate impact on model accuracy, Bagdasaryan et al. 2019] 



Summary of findings:

1) The disparate impact of 
differential privacy on model 
accuracy is not limited to highly 
imbalanced data and can occur 
in situations where the classes 
are slightly imbalanced.

2) The disparate impacts are also 
not limited to high privacy levels. 
We show that even for loose 
guarantees DP has disparate 
impacts on model accuracy.

Shredder



Recap and Future Directions

• Privacy of Natural Language Processing  (MSR, UCSD)
• Fair and private training of Neural Networks (OpenMined)

Conclusion

Utility

Privacy Fairness

Future 
Directions


